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Introduction
What is the Domestic Abuse Champions’ network?
The Oxfordshire Domestic Abuse Champions’ network started in 2004 with a group of
around 20 professionals and has since grown to almost 1500 trained and active
Champions sharing good practice and sources of support.
Champions are typically front line agency practitioners including employees from the
Police, Social Care and Health, Schools & Colleges, Support Services, Children’s Centres
and Housing. Many have an interest in domestic abuse and signed up to become a
Champion directly, others will have been nominated by their organisation.
All Champions receive training (usually 2 days) which covers the effects and dynamics of
domestic abuse, impact on children and risk assessments and effective signposting.
Once trained, Champions are able to access resources and secure contact details of other
Champions hosted on the Reducing the Risk website within a Champions database and are
invited to regular networking meetings. A monthly e-bulletin keeps the Champions
informed of developments in the field.
What is the aim of the network?
The over-arching aim of the Domestic Abuse Champions network is to reduce the
number of agencies a victim comes into contact with, before accessing suitable advice
and appropriate support.
The network does this by:


Sharing a common and comprehensive understanding of domestic abuse
amongst professionals, increasing their ability to support and engage with
victims



Allowing staff from different walks of life to work together and share
experiences whether in training environments, contacting each other when
necessary or through our online discussion forum
Applying common standards of service across agencies and geographical
areas
Supporting an integrated multi-agency approach, a “virtual one-stop shop”,
especially valuable in rural areas




The 2015 online survey was completed by 392 respondents including some who are
not currently trained Champions (who may be waiting for training or had been a
Champion in the past).
In the period since the Oxfordshire survey in 2014, several new areas have joined and
created their own networks. Rather than concentrating on one area in isolation, we
included these new areas into our survey.
Whilst local training may vary in content regarding services and processes, the bulk of
the training as a Champion, remains the same across all areas.
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Whilst most of the questions remained the same, we broke the questions into 4 distinct
groups:
Page 1 of the survey covers questions 1-7 and relates to the champion’s history
Page 2 relates to the role of the DA Champion in their workplace and is covered in
questions 8-15
Page 3 looks at their role as a DA Champion is covered in questions 16-22
Page 4 asks about the support they have as a DA Champion in questions 22- 29
It is essential that in allowing the DA Champions to advise their colleagues or speak out for
the issues within their own organisation, that we also listen to them in the problems they
encounter or suggestions they have.
This feedback is important in order to fully understand any problems that practitioners
experience from whatever agency they are based.
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Page 1 of the survey covers questions 1-7 and relates to the champion’s history
Question 1

This question does highlight that the more recently trained are most likely to engage in
the survey this year, though with a much larger response rate.
Last year, this question
brought the following results:

Response

It should be noted that we do
still have DA Champions with a
lot of experience. At an
Oxfordshire Refresher Day in
January 2016, we gathered a
total of 123 years of
experience as a DA Champion
in the room. This experience is
also useful for new champions
in the same agency.
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Count

Percent

less than a year

48

26%

1 or 2 years

41

22%

3 to 5 years

64

34%

more than 5 years

32

17%

don't know / can't remember

1

1%

TOTAL

186
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Question 2

There are often a multitude of reasons why people join the networks. The most essential
qualifications are a passion for the subject and empathy for victims and families. We
deliberately allowed respondents to enter free text for this question but also introduced
categories based on last year’s most popular comments.
Mostly the comments this year were about how the learning was useful in their work or
home life (helping friends or relatives cope) but here are a just a few other interesting
comments of note:
 Within my role at the Children Centre I have supported men and women who were trying to
live within a relationship and experiencing DA
 Was working as a Teaching Assistant in Bicester. The training was initially targeted at TA's/
 It became apparent to me that DA in certain cultures is not discussed or reported. Within my
role as a children's Centre worker I engage with all ethnicities. I also have been able to
cascade my knowledge to our Early Year's staff, which has been of great benefit to the
organisation.
 I often feel frustrated that the full extent of abuse is not recognised or understood
 The amount of DA that we hear about in our role and in school.
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 I work with BME communities where DA is an accepted part of culture. I want to be confident
to understand DA and support the women I work with.
 I have been 6 months in my role as part of the Families First programme with Bucks CC. DV is
an issue that has affected many of our families so a greater knowledge of DV will be very
beneficial to me.
 I am a practicing counsellor and supervisor
 I have not worked dealing with DA before and have been offered a role based on transferable
skills. I wanted to get to know more and be part of a network that I could reach out to as
necessary. As I develop I hope to give back too. I look forward to using the forum!
 To be another representative within our organisation that people could come to. It is part of a
voluntary role as harassment adviser rather than being my core role
 I work with YP with Drug and Alcohol issues and I was seeing a lot more domestic abuse
amongst their relationships but I had very little knowledge of DA. So becoming a champion as
educated me and also put me in touch with people with expertise in this area that I can call
upon for advice when I need to.
 One of my officers is a particularly good DA Champion, and passionate about what she does. It
rubbed off on me!
 I suffered for ten years. I want to help others before their lives are blown out of the water.
 I had heard so many good things about the training, and wasn't disappointed.
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Question 3

The original course of 2 days from Oxfordshire was transposed for “School Champions”
to allow every Oxfordshire school to have a member of staff trained. This school
training was more focused on the effects on children and information sharing with
schools. Oxfordshire, like other areas, now has incorporate school staff into their
regular programme of 2 day training events and OSCB has added DA info to specialist
safeguarding training.
The comments from the selected “Other” category included: variations on previous
training in this area; online training with their employer; vocational courses and
experience as well as the Train the Trainer courses that we run in some new areas.
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Question 4
Which area(s) do you currently work in?
As the Champion training has expanded,
we felt it necessary to include county areas
and district too.
Some Champions cover one or several
district areas whilst others covered several
county areas.
Over the years, we have found a number
of DA Champions will train in one job but
then carry the Champion role across to a
new role and/or agency or area.

One of the “Other” respondents had
trained as a DA Champion and still
connected with our organisation. This
person is now working in Buenos Aires in
Argentina but engaged in work within DA,
and thus kept in touch. This respondent
still found the training useful despite a
change in job, country and culture.
The fact that most respondents covered Oxfordshire is
obviously based on the fact that we have been training in
this area for many years.
We hope to see this even out soon. Some areas are very
quickly growing and see the benefits of this model!
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“Other” comments made related to specific areas, such as a town or a specific hospital.
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Question 5

Which type of organisation do you have a role in or work for?


Answered: 392 Skipped: 0

With the expansion of champions across
geographic areas and thus into new agencies, the
makeup and diversity of job roles has changed.
It is therefore very difficult to make comparison
between this survey and previous champion
surveys. On the next page is the previous
comparison from 2014 with our 2011 survey.
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Below are the statistics for the chart on previous page:

Broader areas of work of from Champion respondents 2011 survey and 2014
survey. We now have a wider and more in depth classification in 2015.
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Question 6

One common feature with DA Champions is that whilst they may move to a new job;
they often try to retain the role of a DA Champion within their new agency.
DA Champions are often very driven individuals for a variety of reasons. They see
their training as the beginning of a role which they take on. This mantle should
always be transferable with any role because DA is such a prevalent issue in society
whether amongst clients, colleagues, family or friends.
Below are some of the notable comments made:











It is not seen as a recognisable role to amend my job title/badge title
Now lead a team, was originally supporting victims in the refuge
Now Team manager
moved from CC outreach worker to Social Worker role within busy family support team
Was initially a T.A. then a Home School Community Link Worker, now working in EIW role
organisational change
moved school
Moved twice since the training but same job role
Yes I was seconded for a year to be Head at one of our Feeder Primary Schools
I am still a social worker but for the past 18 months I have been working with TVP on two joint
operations - the second being historical child sexual exploitation therefore my way of working
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has changed over this time however I have found the DA training very useful in understanding
the situation some of my clients currently are experiencing.
work predominantly wit young women 14-19
Since becoming a DA champion I changed my job from L3 support co-ordinator to social
worker.
Now retired from Nursing career
very involved with other domestic abuse services and now running Freedom programme and
Recovery toolkit regularly
Similar role in a different organisation
Changed Housing Associations over 3 years ago
I have accepted the role of DV/VAWG Officer. I was originally in a role that was not directly
related to DV.
moved for Volunteer Coordinator to Director
Moved from Oxford city to North and West Oxfordshire

This has been a question previously posed in the last survey when 22% of
respondents in 2014 had moved jobs. We have a similar figure of 18% in 2015.
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Question 7

Note that automatic routing was not applied to this question which meant that
more people completed this supplementary question than answered “Yes” to the
previous question about having changed their role.
In the last survey from 2014, this question was asked and 37 of 40 (93%) had been
able to continue as DA Champion in their new job role.
One reason for this year’s lower figure may be the impact of austerity cuts or
possibly an ignorance of the benefits of having a trained DA Champion in the
workforce.
Here is a selection of comments with responses:
 I have been able to continue my role and I am often contacted by the team for support with DA
cases however there is a lack of general recognition for my role in that my employer will not
change my job title, nor will they amend my badge (adding DV champion). the general
understanding of DV from social workers is poor and very blaming towards victims in cases
where 'victim is failing to protect or not engaging' either due to not understanding their own
risk/denial/or self-managing their own risk by knowing their perpetrator better than the social
worker. Victims being told to flee otherwise Local Authority will progress to Legal Planning
Meeting based on them failing to protect their child/children- if victim doesn't understand the
full risk or is asking for support. The blame and responsibility is heavily weighed upon the victim
Draft Feb 2016
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as opposed to putting the blame and responsibility onto the perpetrator and protecting victim in
order for them to have a life within their friends and family.
I have supported other organisations on many occasions completing DASH forms etc
I am the team lead for DA
I have been able to but not to the same extent and have not been able to attend any meetings
since starting my new role
I've moved county. Northamptonshire do not currently run the programme, but I have made
them aware. Northamptonshire are focusing on DA currently, so would make sense
There is no DA Champion as such - everyone takes on the role.
Due to critical staff shortage at my base currently I am being restricted to dealing domestic
violence/abuse in relation to my clinical work. However, there is a new Freedom Programme
group about to be set up at one of the children's Centres I hope to have some input especially
on the issue of the impact of domestic violence/abuse on children.
Not applicable as not attended course, but this will enhance my Safeguarding Practitioner role
Work with children, young people and families, some of whom have experienced D.A.
Job role has changed and at present it's doesn't require, however that might change soon.
I have moved to a locality which is already well represented by champions and I am not sure as
yet whether I can continue in the role
In my current job role we support family in DA so feel I use my DA champion every day.
but not as much as I would like due to other work responsibilities and staffing levels
I am able to attend occasional meetings. I get the monthly bulletins and share key points at
team meetings.
Once my training is completed I will be staying in my role on the troubled families/families first
programme.
I haven't completed any training with you as yet although booked in at the end of January.
However as part of our role we work with families in the community so it will be a valuable tool
in my working role.
although I bring aspects of it into my teaching and am very aware of it in my role as a
counsellor
Not had training yet as unable to carry out training at the moment
Only do voluntary work
In my current post, we already have a DA Champion but I am awaiting refresher training
up to last job, not sure about current
not always able to devote sufficient time to this role though
I hope to be able to continue.
Although the Champions role wasn't promoted as much in my new company, I have tried to
promote it amongst my colleagues.
My work is generally office work, I would like it to be more practical.
There was already a DA champion in my locality so I was unable to be released to attend
update training and/or network meetings unless time off and child care allowed.
I am looking forward to playing my part! I have a lot of learning to do.
i have not been able to attend any additional meetings etc...But hope to in the future.
But given current OCC internal review of YOS Structure may have to re-configure and decide if
another member of staff best placed to undertake this role.
I would love to but as I have left the country I had stopped it. However, I am working in DA in
Argentina.
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Page 2 relates to the role of the DA Champion in their workplace and is covered in
questions 8-15
Question 8

In previous surveys we had simply asked if there had been contact.
This year, we decided to look in more detail and asked whether it was direct or indirect contact.
Champions may be in a role where they will deal directly with a victim but also where they can
signpost or support colleagues in dealing with their own issues or indeed clients too. We never ask
our DA Champions to take on further roles yet they often drive programmes or studies and the
responses here seem to illustrate this.
There were a large number of responses made, here is a condensed selection:
 May become aware of issues when visiting patients in their own homes.
 I work with parents and staff, some of whom suffer from domestic abuse
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 Have had a number of young carers that have experiences of DA in the home and also those
whom are in refuge.
 young people/children who have witnessed domestic abuse in parental relationships
 In the homeless hostels
 As a health visitor I meet victims of DA face to face from initial disclosures to ongoing support. I
also support families in a local refuge
 The young people I work with have often witnessed DA or been a victim themselves.
 Commissioning work - only indirect work with victims
 I work in A&E
 I work and visit families who are experiencing domestic violence/abuse. I am the Training Lead
for various courses including the domestic violence training for the Trust. Previously I was also
involved in the multi-agency domestic violence training.
 Working with parents and children who have been victims/survivors of DA, children subject to
CIN and CP planning etc.
 Have delivered the Freedom Programme. Have co delivered Bounce Back. Aiming to deliver the
DAY programme to teens in the spring.
 My role primarily involves employees of the council. If someone would like to discuss DA with
me I am available
 Often I speak directly with the victims both adults and children
 I work with some young women who are in domestically abusive relationships
 Domestic abuse is almost always an aspect of the family case work we do in the team, whether
it has been identified or not
 occasional, dependents on pupils/parents I am asked to work with
 Meeting with parents and the children
 Calls from professionals seeking advice about how to access support.
 Supporting disabled victims of DV access services
 I'm a Family support Worker and some of the families I work with are victims of domestic abuse
 women will come directly to me if they need support and I will signpost
 As a community health champion I have regular contact with the general public with whom I
have conversations about a variety of health related issues which could potentially include
domestic abuse. Also hoping to become the DA champion for my organisation.
 My work with Mendas as a volunteer
 Direct contact on the hospital wards, with people trying to leave DA relationships.
 Street pastor - as & when on the street
 I work directly with people who have experienced it
 As a work coach /advisor I deal with a range of vulnerable groups I advise women on help and
support available I am DV lead for the office
 Supported parents who have been involved in incidents of abuse.
 I work directly as a case holder but also as a duty worker I am advising other professionals
about how to work with families on a daily basis.
 Through TAC/TAF meetings
 I may have direct contact with my job role
 I have direct and indirect, although mostly now supervising staff but don't have cases
 Working with families on a daily basis so DA may come up at any time
 Conducting child and family assessments
 health visitor-doing home visits
 I work with individuals living with HIV and provide direct one to one support.
 Through the children
 Residents have reported DA direct to me as their Housing Officer.
 No contact as yet but I am available if someone wants to get in touch through our harassment
line, or to decides to contact me directly
 may come across situations that appear to be DA, inspect houses
 run a local counselling service
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 Mainly indirect as supervisor of DA workers, some direct when I complete direct work myself
but sometimes direct contact as well.
 I support staff as MARAC officer for high risk cases; advise staff as part of safeguarding team
consultation line for Oxford health staff; signpost staff to appropriate services to support
victims; training as part of core safeguarding training around domestic abuse needs.
 not all clients that I work with, usually it is historic
 The role is an advisory/signposting role so no direct contact with victims of abuse
 DV survivors contact us via helpline, email, and face to face support
 I am a front line social worker
 As safeguarding lead I deal with parents and TAC, CAF, CIN & CP
 Direct contact through engagement with victims in addition to Local Authority Leads, other
statutory bodies and the third sector
 My work can involve working with children/young people from families where DA is an issue
 Direct and indirect, supporting and signposting clients and colleagues. However, this is often
disguised and termed as safeguarding.
 Direct role if in-patient and support of community colleagues
 role in Child protection conferences and LAC reviews

These comments generally reflect similar comments made in the 2014 survey.
Last year 93 of 112 (93%) Community Domestic Abuse Champions come into contact with
victims of domestic abuse.
Either way, only 5% of our 2015 DA Champions had no contact at all- compared with 7%
last year. Either we’re now training more front line professionals or some of those with no
contact, are now dealing with it.
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Question 9

In the past year, how many victims or colleagues have you
supported in your role as a DA Champion- with or without case
management?

This question was designed to look not just at direct or indirect contact but also at what
records were kept. There was some confusing answers last year about what constituted
“Case Management” so we gave a brief explanation this year.
It is often the case that once trained, DA Champions often find their learning useful in their
personal life too. Giving advice to friends, neighbours and relatives is important.
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With new legislation for 2016, comes the need for agencies to begin noting evidence of
coercive and controlling behaviour. Case notes are going to become essential in helping
victims find justice and safeguarding. Police investigations into Coercive or Controlling
Behaviour are going to increasingly need corroborative evidence such as disclosures,
observations of professionals etc.
Here is a comparison with the 2014 survey. We were asked to highlight those individuals
who supported many more than 5 cases in the last year so added a 10+ category in 2015.

Comparison between 2014 & 2015
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Question 10
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Here is a condensed selection of comments made about other organisations etc:














Women's Aid, MARAC, Legal Aid
bounce back
The Freedom Programme
Verbal support
CAB
Christian organisations
Fresh Start
Flag DV
Contact Centre
Only 1 month since training.
Women’s aid
I referred a colleague for support from local services.
Used outside my work role
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Question 11

DASH 2009 is the national risk assessment used by all agencies (accept Police, Risk assessment tool
is DOM5).
This question clearly shows in practical terms of assessing and managing risk, the number of our DA
Champions who complete or support in the completion of a DASH assessment. Even an awareness of
this valuable tool is essential for all agencies who may deal with issues around DA.
This same question was asked last year with far less respondents:

Response

Count

Percent

Yes - I have used DASH

37

33%

Yes - I have advised a colleague to use DASH

33

30%

No - I have not used or advised a colleague to use DASH

42

38%
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TOTAL

112
Question 12

Safety planning is an important part of the training and vital in managing risk of significant harm. It
also ensures that agencies can maintain safe contact without raising the risk level. Again, it was felt
necessary to confirm exactly what role DA Champions take when some act in a supervisory capacity
on some cases.
This question was added specifically to confirm that safety was being considered and managed
effectively.
It hadn’t been asked previously but was felt it needed to be specific so that this can be checked in
the future. There is clearly a need to revisit this issue in training and network meetings. – I think it
was!!
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Question 13

There were a number of comments made, mostly from Champions who don’t work with
children or simply put N/A. Below are other comments condensed:
 I haven't had the training with you yet, but I used the training l had from my organisation
 I’m hoping it will as this is the focus of my job role
 I am involved regularly with children's safeguarding issue and attend many Child Protection
conferences
 I can't comment yet as I have not had the training.
 I am in adult social care
 this could be improved as balance of dealing with DA and safeguarding of children
 I have been frustrated because it is not specific enough for my client group.
 knowledge helps advise where applicable
 Would like more training
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Question 14

There were also comments made here, mostly about the inconsistency of information
sharing.
This may be a result of the recent High Court ruling against a local authority where blanket
information sharing without consent was considered unlawful"The defendant [Haringey] acted unlawfully in not seeking consent before approaching their
child's GP and school and without seeking information from them."
This question was also asked in 2014- here are the results for comparison:
Response

Count

Percent

Yes – receive DA police notifications

35

74.5%

No – do not receive DA police notifications

8

17%

Not sure

4

8.5%

TOTAL

47

There is clearly a large drop in the number of DA Champions getting reports from police.
This is obviously as a result of the case mentioned above.
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There were a number of responses made and here are a condensed list of comments:
 Not started training yet
 Not directly but my line manager does
 These are received by the manager of the children’s centre and then the information is passed
on to me.
 FWI alert
 Health visitors do but School nurses do not
 Used to but for some reason this seems to have stopped
 DOM5 notifications via Hub
 Did at the beginning but not recently although DI known to school where police have attended.
This is currently being looked into by Jim Boden
 Regularly
 EIS Service receives DOM 5's
 Not consistently. Very frustrating when you suspect DV is happening but do not have
information from Police. I strongly question the addition of the 'Consent' box, when SCRs
consistently cite poor information sharing as a contributing factor in children being harmed.
 Not sure
 Would like to
 Police notifications come into my manager
 Although they do communicate with me regularly
 DOM 5's come through to Duty but not to be personally
 Via IDVA Service
 Our Children's Centre receive them and I'm made aware of them
 Not yet
 I started in my role this week - but I will hopefully receive notifications from police.
 My manager receives DOM 5s from the police and we are kept informed and support these
families when appropriate
 My managers do and pass on to me
 Would be helpful
 Via the Head Teacher
 In both of the schools I work in another colleague receives DA notifications from the police
 My understanding is that as CP lead we should receive again soon. It would greatly help to
support children if we were advised as we used to be.
 Sometimes - inconsistently
 School SENCo does
 Manager does
 Children’s centres are now included with notifications
 It is applicable but so far none received
 We either receive Merlin reports or safeguarding alerts.
 They seem to omit midwives
 Sometimes they share
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Question 15

This question was asked in 2014 but only as an open text question so we’re unable to
compare with this cohort of respondents.
A very large number (163) comments were made on this question by respondents. Some
refer to their role in particular programmes, but here are a selection from the many others:
 I am better able to understand why the victim isn't ready / able to change. I am able to support
the children at school.
 Understanding the stages victims go through greatly helps me appreciate where they are and
why they cannot leave.
 Too early to tell but I am hopeful
 I have only been in the role for one month.
 I now have more knowledge and understand it more from their point of view ie reasons why it
is difficult to leave
 I have been able to signpost victims of domestic abuse to services. I have been able to support
the victims of domestic abuse in a core group environment and promote referrals for
appropriate support. I have completed safety planning with some of the service users and been
able to update this safety planning as situations have changed. It has also helped me to have a
better understanding of the risks associated with domestic abuse and when completing risk
assessments for lone working I have been able to use this knowledge.
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 I have now been able to help them identify signs of domestic abuse that they are suffering and
to signpost them to relevant local agencies.
 As an Urdu and Punjabi speaker I am able to discuss the support available to victims within our
Centre, and other services. I am also able to ensure victims are aware of the cycle of Domestic
Abuse.
 I have been able to identify with more DA victims. I have been able to use my training and
knowledge to support families I work with. Mainly those that have already fled from abuse and
are moving forward with their lives.
 I still really need the training to be able to support them better
 Ms A has been suffering from domestic abuse from the partner and was scared to seek help. I
advised and guided her by using one of the helplines and she was supported and I didn't leave
her to go through by herself. l was there for her. She said she didn't know that there was help
somewhere for her.
 A college student was experiencing violence from her ex-partner she still shared a home with. I
referred her to Women's Aid and the college safeguarding team have helped her to resolve the
situation.
 Having run 11 Freedom Programmes, 2 Reducing the Risk, 2 Bounce Back and 1 DAY
Programme, the evaluations several how the women have improved their understanding of
abuse. Some have made positive choices to benefit themselves and their families.
 I advise colleagues on actions to support victims
 Supporting children to process experiences and their associated feelings to enable them to
move forward.
 Using the dash form feeling confident to support safety planning knowing the risks associated
with DA safeguarding children
 It has enabled me to be more sensitive and far more aware of the possibility of control issues
when working with separated parents currently in my role.
 I have been able to give information and advice in respect of safety planning and what action to
take in the event of another incident. Sadly most people I have worked with tend to return to
the situation, or are not ready to accept the situation or manage the consequences of fleeing or
getting out of the situation. At times I feel that I have been able to make victims safer or feel
safer with a simple intervention such as a key safe. I hope that they have listened and follow
the advice given when the next occurrence occurs.
 Talking about positive lgbt relationships
 My being more aware and confident in dealing it cascades to my colleagues and I suppose, in
turn that confidence passes on to victims
 It has increased my confidence as I have gained additional knowledge and skills. Attending the
champions meets keep me up dated with support groups and general support in my locality eg
changes in housing support, local free legal support. Supporting colleagues is very valuable
particularly in keeping DA at the forefront of practice.
 17 year old, admitted to gynae ward, staff were following safeguarding pathway, however, the
info obtained from DASH helpful in strategy meeting, ensuring child kept safe, and police were
able to progress their area of expertise
 Too early to say
 I have had a better understanding of the dynamics of DA, so m better able to recognise it and
support women who are experiencing it.
 The knowledge that I have as a DA Champion has enabled me to support clients that have had
experience of DA, encourage them to undertake the Freedom Programme, and give advice to
colleagues who have clients experiencing DA.
 Boy who has disclosed historical abuse unknown previously. This led to social care involvement
and support for the family.
 More aware, ask further questions. E.g. young person with anxiety issues. I'm more probing
with my questions Use dash form
 Able to sign post to courses and material and work through different material with individuals to
recognise abuse
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 But it will enhance my ability to understand the needs of victims and the role of frontline
professionals.
 I have felt better equipped to support them and known more about specialist support available.
 Hard to say, I have encouraged the families I work with to use the services, at times they
have...I do feel this is also the cycle of DA as well though...
 My role as a DA champion has made me more aware of the many signs of domestic abuse and
made me more confident in referring potential victims to the police or other partner agencies
such as social services and MASH teams.
 I think it helps me to be more aware of domestic abuse and how to best support people.
 But only because I moved county. I think it's raised my awareness and determination to be alert
and points people in the right direction. I make sure the helpline number is visible, and staff are
vigilant.
 Being part of the network has meant that I have been able to seek information/advice when
required and signpost to appropriate people/services
 Definitely. Many survivors of domestic violence have commented about how attending the
Freedom Programme have turned their lives around and so appreciative of the help they had
received. I am aware that working with many victims of domestic violence the outcome does
not take place instantly but it is the continuing support for clients and the drip, drip effect of
believing them and working alongside them that eventually provide them with the courage to
take steps in achieving their freedom.
 Some of the parents who have attended the Freedom Programme, then gone on to do Recovery
Toolkit, I have noticed the difference in their demeanour.
 Still very new to the role of DA champion. I know this will be a different answer in a few
months’ time.
 Support that I have given to patient and staff has helped some of them make very difficult
decisions about their situation
 Has improved understanding of available resources and agencies
 We help a family flee the area I have work with a family to identify their issues so they now
have a starting point to make changes.
 Initial training initiated awareness and interest. Increased knowledge and confidence
 I have supported both parents and colleagues in identifying that they may be in an abusive
relationship, and to take the necessary steps to safety for themselves and their children. I refer
to ODAS, the Freedom Programme, and the Recovery Toolkit. I have completed DASH forms to
signpost the relevant agencies, and have worked closely with the Police in certain cases.
 Experience has led me to understand increased risks for employees who have left the abuser,
particularly those who may have left months ago but are at increased risk. Recently, it allowed
me to consider the honour aspect associated with the crime of domestic abuse. A staff
member’s safety planning included safety planning around extended family members, not just
the abuser.
 the training gave me more knowledge and understand with regards to supporting the whole
family and what support is out there for victims.
 Bespoke support as I now have the tools and knowledge to understand and access the support
systems.
 I can refer them to the correct support and direct them with what action they need to take. One
adult suffered for ages but eventually we managed to convince her of the impact on her
children this made her seek help and support which was immediate
 I have worked and currently working with a family whose child was 'acting out', it was only
when I began working with the parent that I found out about her abuse she had suffered from
a family member. If I had not visited the family about the child it may well have been that this
disclosure would not have been made. There is now a good support package around this family.
I often make referrals to the IDVA service, and am often the conduit between them and the
family, being at a children’s Centre we often facilitate meetings in order to keep the victim safe
by others believing they are attending with their children.
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 Having recently run a Day Program, I believe that the young women taking part have a greater
understanding of what an abusive relationship looks like and could recognise the traits of the
perpetrator in their own relationships.
 My training has made a big difference in support young people in abusive relationships. I have
also been able to support colleagues in this situation which has been an unexpected outcome.
 Having the information to able to support and advise victims of the options they have,
especially if English is not a first language and they don't know the law or ever have been told
there rights on what they are able to do in this country really supports them very much
 Just being able to talk to colleagues and trust what they are saying
 I'm hoping they will when I become a Champion
 I am able to provide information from reducing risk website
 I have been able to signpost and provide information of support agencies who specialise in DA
and help facilitate referrals to Refuge or temporary accommodation if needed.
 I haven't really had too many clients with DA that is known. I have signposted to your service
and on occasions, with individuals’ permission, I have referred them to social services to try and
get support into the home
 I believe it would but I am newly trained
 It has made me aware of the difficulties and dangers women face who live with perpetrators. I
am more able to offer support and refer to other agencies if appropriate.
 Being non-judgmental towards the victim and their hesitance to take action.
 In doing this training has refreshed my practices and re-focussed my viewpoint for the victim.
 Although my clients have not been prepared to report to the Police they have accepted that I
have to report their disclosures of abuse and this has led to more open conversations.
 I do feel like the Champion's role has made a difference in the workplace of those who have
done the course and become Champions. In the 2 day training session we delivered we had a
range of people from different sectors and they have taken a great deal of knowledge back into
their workplaces. I currently work for a specialist DA Organisation (Women's Aid) thus would be
the first point of contact for survivors or be the place where Survivors were signposted; the
Champions network has better enabled me to support women & children as I can link in with
Champions who can support in other fields such as... Social Care, education etcetera, I have
been able to let women know that there will be support from someone who has a good
foundation and understanding around DV and there circumstances, which immediately helps
build positive relationships.
 I have supported a family to safely leave their home with 3 children and they are now settled
and happy. They felt confident enough to stand up to their husband and tell him why they were
leaving.
 But I found the training immensely useful/helpful from a personal viewpoint
 It has made a huge impact on my confidence dealing with victims and offering them further
support
 I think my having links with the IDVA, Turning Point and Police and an understanding of the
issues has definitely had a positive outcome.
 Being able to give more specialised advice and support has been of great benefit.
 I have been able to provide advice to other work colleagues of what to do when a service user
has disclosed domestic abuse to them within one of their sessions. This has even led to IDVA
and MARAC referrals.
 I cannot comment as I have not yet had the training.
 i worked closely with a female and i was able to get her support 1:1
 I started in my role this week - so not had a chance to put what I have learned into practice
yet. However, from what I have learned in the DA Champions training I can say with certainty
that I will make more of a difference to victims going forward than what I could do without the
training.
 My colleague and I were able to support a woman wishing to flee her situation. We supported
her by involving police, collecting children and bringing to a safe setting. We were then able to
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do partnership work and the family are supported out of county and the young people are at
school.
But it did raise my awareness of and give me the confidence to detect early signals of abuse,
and gave me tools to assist if I ever work with anyone who is a victim.
A mum has talked for a while about her partner's controlling behaviour. We have listened,
supported and signposted but she was not in the right place to do anything. Her partner then
physically assaulted her and she came to the centre. We supported her while she called the
Police and were available to look after her children when the Police arrived. She left to a safe
place.
The knowledge of systems and other colleagues in the network has made my signposting much
more effective.
Being able to give advice I know is correct and is tried and tested
As part of my work role, have come across two residents who were suffering domestic abuse,
but did not realise it. Encouraged both to seek help through www.reducingtheriskorg.uk site.
I am currently supporting a Grandmother who is being abused by her Daughter-in Law, she is
also very concerned for the welfare of her Grandchildren. She told me how grateful she is for
the support and guidance
Perhaps in a small way, I advised my colleagues to support their friends, not to judge them but
to listen and give information and encouragement on all the local support available to them, if
they wanted to take the next step.
I think I have been able to offer a safer more informed service to customers and Colleagues. I
redirect questions and referrals for the Freedom Programme to ODAS and give the appropriate
contact details. Encouraging safer communication about DA support for families at Case
Conference.
I have been more confident in my approach to DA/V and that instils a confidence into my
residents.
Yes I am more knowledgeable
I have been able to support colleagues to support victims and their children.
I feel more able to give advice and refer people on to the right agencies.
I have given advice on getting further support and housing advice.
More confidence in routine enquiry and awareness of services
Through my support of front facing staff
I have helped some women to contact services and have also kept in contact with these women
through my role as HSCLW
It has empowered me to empower others, predominantly women but also a young man and
families of victims of domestic abuse. This has been due to knowing where to access up to
date, information and support and having a working knowledge of the differing levels of
support. I have also been able to support our local active DA champion to develop her skills.
Not directly, but I think it sends a clear message that victims of domestic abuse will be
supported in our organisation if they choose to get in touch.
Yes, because if I didn't have the confidence to ask those questions, the answers would still be
hidden.
I am now aware of the correct advice, support and sign posting as well as better understanding
of the processes
Can help families so they can talk about it.
I have gained experience, advice, and been educated around DA which is something I would
not have had if I had not become a Champion. I have also been able to highlight DA within my
service to colleagues and clients
Listening and being bold to ask questions and also sharing relevant information
I am just more aware and not worried to ask if the person is a victim of DA. I am also confident
to describe to them what behaviours can be DA
I am more informed and aware of local procedure, help available etc
No specific examples but the training provided a good understanding of the cycle of abuse and
how difficult it can be for victims to break out of it.
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 I am able to provide a better support service for residents who come to me and disclose DA. I
am more aware of all of the different support services available and tools which the victim can
use for protection.
 I now feel confident to advise and recognise DV
 Feel more confident to refer clients, knowing they will receive support.
 Helped in safety planning, other safeguarding of indirect victims and appropriate sign-posting to
relevant services
 Providing info and signposting to colleagues to assist service users
 Helped me to understand domestic abuse and how to spot it
 I have greater awareness of how services work together and who provide what so can signpost
people more accurately rather than then being "passed around". Needs of the child/ren
discussed and support with colleagues working in adult services in regard to the children's risk
factors and needs is clearer following the training.
 I have the information at hand and I feel confident to give my client information and advice.
 Recent safeguarding issue, where police refused to give information so that sanctuary scheme
could be invoked, was resolved by being in a position to use networking DA champ's to make
the necessary changes required to help keep the family safe and in accordance with the
survivors wishes
 Acting as a support for colleagues, so they can offer safe advice and support
 I think any increased awareness in an organisation hopefully helps better identification and
more appropriate planning......but until it is built in into systems and made a non-negotiable
requirements in organisations, it seems it is helping individuals in a ' luck rather than design '
way
 More able to signpost and support service users to access the right support for their needs.
Better able to risk assess
 Someone already known to the family without having to make new referrals
 Was able to assist colleague in making a police report
 In addition to my direct support for victims of domestic abuse, the increased awareness,
knowledge and networking provided by the Champions Network has enabled me to fulfil my role
more fully.
 By increasing my awareness, I have identified possible problems within families and referred to
other appropriate agencies.
 For a work colleague, she was able to seek support and have a safety number in case her
situation deteriorated. I think the training on Domestic Violence helped me to refresh my
knowledge in this area, I believe I now keep it in mind when looking at safeguarding alerts and
incidents of behaviour in home settings, the problem is that these are not received as domestic
violence incidents, it’s usually blamed on the client with Learning Disabilities behaviour, and
that's where the intervention generally concentrates on. In some cases family intervention is
offered, but not always accepted by the parents, Social care has to consider whether funding
services will resolve the issues.
 Better understanding of resources and improved communication with other agencies.
Identification of relevant team training.
 Recently one of my clients disclosed emotional and physical abuse, and harassment, she had
gone to the police after a physical assault but was unsure whether to pursue an injunction. I
was able to give her time and support to think through the issues and her safety and she fed
back to me that this had been important in terms of her making her decision, which in the end
was to pursue the injunction, but also to come to terms with no longer seeing the perpetrator,
for whom she still had a lot of feelings.
 I think the Champions system is making communication between agencies more effective which
will help service users get a better service.
 Confidence, information
 I am able to help colleagues to safety plan and refer. I have a better understanding of DVA.
 The training has enabled me to support clients and signpost to appropriate support if requires.
 But only indirectly, re raising awareness and education of others
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I have educated my team on DA and recommended the course to them
More knowledge of resources
I believe it will make a huge difference once I receive the training
Many have been more informed, more aware they are victims, more supported.
The organisation I work for has little guidelines on D.A so the training has helped me to support
women.
 Gives me an easy route to other champions for help/assistance with cases
 Although not directly - my role is strategic
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Page 3 looks at their role as a DA Champion is covered in questions 16-22
Question 16

It was considered that this question should be repeated this year to enable a check on
whether the number of agencies victims have to contact is actually being reduced.
Last year obtained these results:

Response

There is clear evidence of less
“bouncing” for victims to suffer through
visiting different agencies.
It was also good to have a threefold
increase in responses to this question.

TOTAL

Percent

Count

Yes

25%

26

No

68%

70

Not sure

7%

7
103

There were some informative comments made:
 Core group. A family that I have been supporting and then referred to the MASH. The mother
(victim) had experienced domestic abuse from her partner and was not at the point where the
relationship had ended and she had wanted to remain in the relationship and co-parent the
children. I was able to safety plan with the parents but had recommended that the mother was
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referred for support on a one to one basis from ODAS as she needed a more experienced
worker to help her with self-esteem. Despite continual recommendations through the core
group the referral was not made as the social worker thought that this was the role of myself
through the children's centre. There did not seem to be the understanding around domestic
abuse and that the parent required some specialist support as I felt that my knowledge was
more basic.
A lot of referrals to agencies do not meet thresholds and therefore they end up being rereferred.
M's B husband assaulted her and was admitted in the hospital. The police intervene and the
husband was given some radius not to come closer to the house. There is another victim who
was sent to woman's refuge in my organisation and being monitored by social services.
I think the way Oxfordshire have addressed the situation and the helpline and multi-disciplinary
working has helped this. However Police never contact us to inform if a victim is admitted to
hospital. We are never aware until the ward refer, so cases could be missed as hospitals will
discharge patients promptly when fit and well.
A couple have reported going to several people but more often than not, they hadn't disclosed
fully because they just didn't feel supported enough.
Having good links with the IDVA and knowledge of the MARAC process prevents this.
Pregnant woman disclosed DA. She wanted to stay in England, no benefit entitlement, unable to
find her a refuge as not entitled to housing. She said that she had no option but to go back to
the partner of her unborn child. As early in pregnancy not able to be allocated to children SW
assessment team, attempted to contact adult safeguarding but they said it didn’t meet their
criteria. Conclusion was that MW managed to get her to fly back to her country of origin, which
she didn’t want to do
Yes, some crossover between ISVAs, Outreach Workers and Victim Support.
Both of the women I am currently supporting have worked with multiple agencies before being
referred to me. there have been positives to this as different organisations provide different
services/expertise but both women have described being confused about 'who does what' and
being fed up with having to repeat their story to multiple people some of whom they may only
see once.
Yes between DA services - Early Intervention services and then social care. Sometimes not one
consistent person throughout process.
I have been working with a few victims who have multi-agency involvement such as the asylum
seekers.
Families hiding the DA to professionals. Social care to early intervention, back to social care
then back down to early intervention. That’s the pattern we come across.
Parent of one of our students. Went from police to Social Services to child Protection then to
the Freedom Project.
Yes but can’t think of cases right now but it was a long time ago
In my experience, women often access services after children's social care become involved
after the police are called - they often tell me they are struggling with the ways in which they
feel 'forced' to access support and wish they had been able to get help before.
When helplines are on answerphone and individual needs immediate advice.
I received conflicting advice by DAIU and probation services
We often receive calls from people who keep being passed around and are unsure where to go
for support.
Not being able to access services at times when needed or having to take time out from work
without explaining what is happening. Police not attending when called and then stating the
situation has been stepped down as the perp does not live at the address where 2 young
children reside. Victim not being supported when they finally choose to make that call after 3
years of abuse.
I think multi-agency working has improved a great deal and I think the Champions Network is
enabling this to grow from strength to strength; as knowledge and expertise in the DVA field is
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delivered out to professionals across all sectors there understanding and responses are
improving.
Many victims are only recognised as such once they are involved/referred to professionals such
as Health Visitors, and Social Care.
Children’s centre, nursery, social care, police, IDVA, without change, but then went into refuge
at the right time.
I have experience of pregnant women not accessing early support. Either through GP or
midwives.
I have had a client move from Henley -> Farringdon -> Wallingford in order to escape domestic
abuse. Unfortunately the support and outreach has not followed her (her abuser was jailed
which reduced the risk but he is due for release soon).
A few clients have had a Dash form completed and then heard nothing
Some practitioners feel uncomfortable in completing DASH assessments so have wanted to pass
this onto another practitioner.
Yes, where victims scored 10 or above on the dash, we have to refer them on to specialist
agencies, this is happening more often, in November I made 17 onward referrals for example
where we had assessed the client and done a dash which scored above our remit.
Victims are quite often involved with social care and the level of understanding and support
they are offered by social workers is often very negative and in some case I would describe it as
shocking. When you evaluate this survey I am volunteering myself to train social workers in the
effects of domestic abuse on families to help them work more effectively!!
Cases in and out of social care/ MASH before working with us
We work directly from police reports, so it is possible that someone may have tried to access
support from other areas before eventually contacting the police
Unfortunately within the role and our services we are the dv specialists and people accessing
our services have said that they have spoken to several agencies before speaking to us,
however some people will contact us directly and a lot of statutory agencies are aware of us
and refer in
one lady needed time and understanding to address the DV she had suffered and as a result
had not discussed her situation with other professionals so they were unaware of the under
lying issues
Yes in the case outlined briefly above. It took a couple of weeks waiting and asking for
information only to be told that we need to ask for data access which would take 15 ish weeks,
I circumvented this by contacting yourselves
In terms of referrals and risk assessment to ascertain the most appropriate services.
Victims get passed between agencies as a result of the anxiety of agencies who are unsure
whether to deal with presenting behaviours/symptoms or the underlying cause. So victims go
between child protection, GP, mental health services and drug /alcohol while in parallel being
“signposted" to DA services. Not to mention housing, debt and benefit/ financial services etc!
Social Care had case and referrals made via MARAC
As I said not as a domestic Violence referral, but we often receive safeguarding alerts, Merlin
reports and have to decide if we think the client is from Learning Disability services or should be
supported from another team or service. Of course we look at the risk to ensure a protection
plan or measures are put in place, but teams do tend to have a game of tennis sometimes
trying to ascertain which team is responsible. There is a common misunderstanding where
people think anyone with any type of learning difficulty should be managed by the Learning
Disability Team.
Many have been with commissioned services who haven't dealt the DA officially before passing
them to us.
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Question 17

This question was asked in 2014 but only as a free text question. We therefore
expected comments this year too. We are therefore unable to compare the statistics
we’ve gathered this year but should be able to in future surveys.
The responses in 2015 show diverse changes happening both good and bad (such as
information sharing). The comments included:
 I now contact champions in other agencies to get advice and share the load.
 I have challenged Child in Need and Child Protection plans to remove Women's Aid engagement
as a point on the plan, due to the confidentiality of that specific support and the risk that can be
put towards the victim if Father or perpetrator accesses that information from the plan that
their partner is accessing support. Social Workers have removed from the plans. Team case
discussions - discussing cases, social workers being more objective about the victims and taking
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on board that victims don't see risk always like professionals and to offer advice and support
and not become the controller in a new cycle of abuse- professional to service user.
Communication - children centres receiving the DOM5
I have been able to offer my colleagues and clients more knowledge.
In house training with staff. Better Case supervision.
Better cross agency work; a more holistic approach, ie crèche workers being DA trained;
repeated positive programmes have meant a large increase of vulnerable families attending.
We are better about being more holistic in working with families. In our provision of courses
training crèche staff and Children Centre staff in DA. Improved cross-agency working repeated
positive programmes have led to a larger increase in attendance from our most vulnerable
families.
Partner agencies are more willing to pick up the phone to liaise.
In our area we find it hard to signpost families to the freedom programme if they are not able
to travel to other parts of Oxfordshire
Fed back training to team
Great communication from reducing the risk and the forums and resources.
Definitely communication between services outside the health service.
Developing young person DA pathway. Organisation also have staff DA pathway - not sure that
this was due to champion network
Improvements in referrals from staff
Difficult at the moment with so many changes to come due to financial cutbacks to Children and
Families directorate at Oxfordshire County Council
Improvements in communication. Sometimes it is difficult to know who to contact in DA
services. The communication in DA services can be poor. I understand this is a result of
reduced resources but it is currently unclear and one central point would be far more useful.
Our Safeguarding Children's Department have progressed on to creating MASH (Multi-Agency
Safeguarding Hub) in the county and Police domestic violence reports go directly to this
Department where they assess the risks children encounter in cases of domestic violence/abuse
taken place in the families. Our views of these families are being sought.
Community Safety Practitioner in ED makes a significant impact in supporting those who access
the front line services and working together ensures that patients are followed through on to
the wards.
It maybe me but I haven't been able to access the meetings because of other work pressures
The DA Champions network is fantastic... I often talk to other agencies' DA Champions, eg
Home School Community Link Worker, Children's Centre Manager. I do continue to be incredibly
frustrated that we seem to have gone backwards with information sharing... I hardly receive
any reports from Police, even when the kids are telling me that there was an incident at home
and the Police came.
Improvements in communications, development of a staff policy, clearer pathway for victims
and radical improvements to safety planning.
Better joint working
Although there are posters in the bathrooms, there is nothing to say who you can get support
from within the organization.
I do feel that there is clear improvement in communication, I have been contacted to both
deliver DVA Training and had referrals from Champions who perhaps would not have referred
prior to their becoming a champion
In general I feel domestic abuse has been given a much higher profile as a result of greater
awareness which could be attributed to the training of more DA Champions in the community
Current working procedures work very well and appear to be effective.
I have rolled out a pro-forma for Neighbourhood officers to manage the risk around the top 10
cases of standard risk DV cases in the Oxford police area
I need to become more involved with the scheme and attend more training
More in my thinking is a DA victim
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 I feel more empowered and prepared to speak to other professionals and feel more confident in
my role. Information sharing with appropriate professionals has been useful and easier now to
see how the web is spun and how to move forward in some cases. Still feel that some agencies
work may have some gaps in their practice, although all on a steep learning curve.
 Communication
 The likelihood in my new role, is that agencies who are already working with those suffering
from DA, will be working in partnership with me, rather than I would come across a new case.
 Higher on the agenda than previously
 it has definitely helped for networking and feeling supportive with colleagues and working with
external agencies
 Better information sharing
 Involved in domestic abuse pathway.
 Clearer pathways for victims
 I feel that funding issues have impacted on the availability of some services e.g. long delay in
getting a response from the helpline
 As I have only recently been involved in network I do not have enough experience to comment
but I have made it known to local schools that I have become a DA champion and would be
available to signpost if they required support.
 Improvement in understanding of processes and supporting each other and the rest of the team
 Yes greater awareness now in my service around DA and I also am now attending a YPVA
course which is something I would not have thought of doing before I became a champion
 There is now a domestic abuse policy in our organisation
 The start-up of Fresh Start perpetrator programme
 The newsletter bulletins are very informative
 Have only been in this role for 8 months and a DA Champ for about a month so I am still
familiarising myself with how everything works.
 There is now open discussion within our office and I am willing to share my knowledge with
colleagues
 When we revised our policy, DA champions for our organisation were included in consultation
phase. List of champions has been reviewed and an internal check of who is still using that role
in our organisation is part of revision of operational processes for domestic abuse.
 Residents are more aware of Domestic Abuse
 The requirement to update knowledge and experience is fundamental to ensuring the
Champions Network continues to make a real difference. I particularly feel the new newsletter is
focused and an additional resource of ongoing support.
 I think training on Domestic Violence is always useful for all staff for work and personal matters.
I think the training and bulletins we have received around this has helped increase teams
confidence in recognising when an incident could be domestic abuse/violence. However, it is my
view that there needs to far more training on Domestic Violence in families with people with
disabilities, health conditions, etc., and on recognising that the families and carers of these
clients, have their own issues, e.g., with alcohol, drugs, financial stress and mental health
issues. I believe too often services blame incidents on "challenging behaviours" rather than
looking at the relationships within the home setting, group home, etc.
 Bucks Champion Networking meetings are great for learning and sharing best practice with
other professionals from different fields.
 I think further work needs to be identified between agencies for fast track DA victims other than
MARAC
 Able to inform colleagues of resources, policies etc
 More awareness, more professional approach
 Better understanding
 More about specific issues such as male victims, military wives, Honour crimes and new
schemes and legislation.
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Question 18

This question was originally posed in 2014 but only to the School Champions in Oxfordshire and the
following results were gathered:

Response
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Count

Percent

Tutor

15

45.5%

Head of year

10

30.3%

School nurse

8

24.2%

Special Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCO)

19

57.6%

Pastoral care / counsellor

15

45.5%

answered question

33
Page 43

It is therefore not possible to compare the narrower selection last year, to that posed this year to
all champions.
Here are the condensed comments:
























Dom 5 are shared with the EIS case workers
Colleagues at school
Only in core groups as we are not allowed to share this information with other professionals
Never had a police notification if someone is admitted to hospital
Children's Centre
Not applicable to my role as an A&E nurse practitioner
Service doesn't receive police notifications
MASH
The current service I work for
I have not received police notifications.
Schools due to them being signed up to the DA Information Sharing Agreement
With health visitor who I work closely with supporting families
Supported Housing Project
Children's Centre workers.
E I Hub
Children's Centre Manager
HUB have shared with me
Protocols are in place for this information sharing
Social Worker
The admin at the hub deal with Dom5's
Social care
I have been working in Argentina
Victim Support
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Question 19
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This question was developed from a question from the 2014 survey. The focus was then on whether
this was an occasional or regular practice. In 2014’s survey, the Champions were given a much
narrower selection of services and it was aimed at only Oxfordshire so now needed widening for this
year.
It was also felt important to identify in what way the champion had been involved. Some DA
Champions do not always directly deal with victims but, in a supervisory capacity, may support a
colleague in referring a case to services.
The results from the different surveys are therefore difficult to compare but the 2014 responses with
selected options are displayed for information.
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Question 20

Question 21
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These two questions are new this year and do go together.
Not all DA Champions attend MARACs as the Designated MARAC Officer for their agency. Not every
agency requires a dedicated member of staff to attend every MARAC. An awareness of the issues is
essential and supplied by Champions.
Conversely ALL DMO’s do need to be trained as DA Champions. An awareness of the issues is
imperative for anyone representing their agency at such a critical meeting.
Some comments were made about these questions:
 I would refer directly to DA local helpline
 I know the other DMO's that attend from my organisation and which area of Oxfordshire they
cover. We support each other in this role
 I have emailed in November 2015 about becoming a DMO as our DMO has left the organisation
but am still waiting for a response
 I was DMO for my last job
 I am saying yes to question 20 because I attend the MARAC on behalf of my organisation and
am assuming that that makes me the DMO.
 I attend MARAC each month
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Page 4 asks about the support they have as a DA Champion in questions 22- 25
Question 22
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This question was asked in 2014.
We have also added the new Discussion Forum which Champions are yet to discover.
Here are the results to compare:

Therefore we can say that the following percentage comparisons in usefulness can be made:
Resource
E Bulletins
Champs’ database
Website
Training Pack
Training Course
Discussion Forum

2014
98%
71%
95%
98%
98%
-

2015
93%
66%
81%
Withdrawn*
88%
37%

*Training Packs were printed material in folders which were costly to print and easy to become
outdated. With documents now accessible online, it was felt appropriate to withdraw this resource.

Sadly we seem to have dropped down from the lofty 98% but it is noteworthy that we now
have a much larger cohort of DA Champions in waiting. With funding being difficult for this
training, many of our listed champions have not yet accessed the resources because they
have yet to find out about them- with the exception of the bulletin, which they all receive.
Comments made for this question, included:
 Are there any services (free or paid for) to get printed copies of the resources on the website
e.g. posters, leaflets and booklets?
 I haven't been able to access the DA Champion part of the website for a long time because my
email changed when I was tuped over to another employer. I have asked about this in the past
but nothing has happened.
 Haven’t had much time to try out the discussion forum, this is something i intend to explore
going forward.
 I only work 3 days week my manager not happy for me to attend during my working hours.
 Often so busy I don't get a chance to look, but glad it is all there available.
 The 2 day Train the Trainer Champions Training was a wonderful refresher to the work I do,
and it was a privilege to be able to deliver the 2 days training to enable other professionals to
become Champions for their organisations
 I haven't needed to use it yet
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 Unable to access due to password changes on the website and no correspondence explaining
this
 The speakers have been excellent and really add value as well as increased knowledge to help
my clients
 The discussion forum looks as if it will be useful
 Will look at the forum
 I find the biggest problem is work load in my current job, finding time in my role to read all the
information and do training is an issue.
 My role is strategic rather than practitioner based. I have not used the discussion forum.
 Still working out the forum but looks like a great resource.
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Question 23

One important aspect of the DA Champion networks are the network meetings.
The only requirements we ask of our champions is that they try to attend at least one
of the network meetings each year. The meetings are spread across areas and allow
discussion on new initiatives, strategies and updates from champions as well as a guest
speaker covering a specific topic around domestic abuse.
Many of the respondents cited workload as a hurdle in attending these meetings or that
they await their training. Here are some other notable condensed comments:
 Newly trained - only just starting
 As they fell on my day off.
 I would have liked to and requested this in my appraisal, but to date other commitments have
prevented me attending
 Have found work pressures too difficult to fit these in. I do miss not being able to attend.
 In the process of reorganising them - had a big dv conference and have seen renewed interest
in it
 Haven’t been able to make the times but will attend when possible
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Question 24

This same question was also asked in 2014 with similar results:

Response

Count

Percent

I am too busy at work

86

76%

Inconvenient location of meeting(s)

42

37%

Topics are not of relevance or interest

2

2%

My manager/organisation is not supportive

2

2%

Total

113

It would appear that people are experiencing similar pressures to 2014 with little change in
figures.
There were a number of comments to this question, mostly reasons as with the previous
question, relating to their inability to attend the meetings. The dates are in fact listed several
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months in advance on the website with a reminder in the monthly bulletin a few weeks
before (which some allude to as a lack of notice). We also accept all comers but just ask that
they email us to allow us to cater for the numbers.
A number also mentioned that they await training but here are other noteworthy comments:

































Fall on my day off. Perhaps you could alternate the days of the week in which they fall.
I have just not been able to get to them
Will be attending first one in Feb.
I have now changed jobs which does not involve me directly with these outcomes
Meetings are always in the morning and very hard to get cover.
Information re: network meetings often sent at short notice
Not been to one as there hasn't been one since I became a da champion
Late notification
Sometimes fully booked or too far away
Critical shortage of staff.
Difficult times at the moment - currently going through a consultation and staffing levels are
low. Not easy to have the time to get to meetings.
I have been out of the loop!
If they could be a little later in the morning, to give time to travel to the locations which are set
in Oxfordshire and the traffic at that time is very busy to get to.
Only just completed training
I am currently juggling 2 roles. This ends in March so I anticipate being able to attend from
then onwards
No obstacles, we do have three champions within the organisation so we have one colleague
who attends the meetings and feedback from them to the team.
Serious Illness
I would like to however attend a network meeting and will make it my goal, providing the
location is not too out of my area, to attend one soon.
Not sure as my main role is as a lecturer in an FE college and we don't have dv staff other than
me so it is not a widely known or recognizable network within my establishment
Was off looking after my terminally ill husband in the last year
Have been "out of the loop" for activating dates for networking meetings
Working in a different job role which does not require my attendance.
I am not sure if I can continue as a champion for my current organisation. If not I would still
like to attend briefings but it would need to be in my own time
Part time hours - see above. Meetings need to be on my working days if I am to be able to
attend.
Always seem to be in Banbury or Witney.
Attendance will, to some extent, be dependent on my other responsibilities; however, I will seek
to prioritise network meetings.
In future may not be able to make some dates due to diary, however no issue to date
As an Education Welfare Officer, on occasions, network meetings fall on prearranged
consultation days with school - these days are fixed dates all year
Only recently completed training.
I have been settling into a new team and it has taken a while for me to get to grips with this, in
this time external events have not been prioritised. I should be resuming attendance in the New
Year.
I'm too far south being based in Henley. Most meetings seem to be based in Didcot (45 minute
drive or Oxford an hour’s drive).
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Question 25

This question was to seek feedback on the usefulness of our website for
victims/survivors- www.reducingtherisk.org.uk there was a previous question but this
was not specifically asking about its use to victims.
The website is designed as
 A signposting site for victims/professionals seeking help.
 It offers advice to family and friends of victims too.
 Provides e news with current updates, information, news pieces – monthly
bulletin
 It also allows professionals to access and apply for DA Champion training as well
as giving them a secure section in which they can access training resources,
advice, updates and a discussion forum.
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There were a number of comments with this question. Mostly commenting on the fact
they did not know or were unaware. Here are a number of condensed comments:
 Unsure as many of our clients don't use it
 Have not given victims information directly nor discussed the website with them. However I am
aware that the information is on the leaflets that I provide. So I have no outcomes nor have
asked victims what they think.
 Don't know, sorry
 Only if they have a professional assisting them
 Could not get to speak to someone, the situation had a time limit
 Very helpful and informative
 Unable to comment as not used it with victims
 Unsure, as I do not know any survivors who have attempted to access it
 Haven’t needed to look at it
 Don’t know as don't know what r+r is
 I have no information on victims accessing this.
 Not sure, I need to look at it.
 A couple of ladies I previously worked with has accessed it and found it useful.
 If victims can access the Internet. Not all are computer literate enough to do so
 Don't know - I don't work directly with victims
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Question 26

Domestic Abuse Champions should feel that their relationship with Reducing the Risk and each other
is a two way process.
This question allows us to see what they would like to hear about in the future. The topics we cover
at network meetings do vary (deliberately) but we’re always open to suggestion and very often
suggested by one of the Champions. It is clear that we need to know what DA Champions feel they
want to learn more about.
It is worth noting that the vast majority skipped this question which should hopefully mean that
they’re satisfied.
Here are a condensed selection of suggestions:
 Effects of emotional psychological abuse on the victim
 Supporting victims within CP processes and social care approach to victims of domestic abuse
 Honour Crimes and Forced marriage, assisting ethnic minority groups / cultural understanding
and including Traveller families
 Shared language and systems between child and adult services
 Case studies to work on with variety of many different aspects
 New initiatives such as Claire’s law
 Working with interpreters to support women experiencing dv
 Perpetrator programmes available and links between sexism and gender based violence and the
action taken against perpetrators.
 Impact of domestic abuse on children e.g. behaviour, relationship, psychological, educational
issues such as healthy relationships or consent and pathways for Young People Familial abuse
such as adolescent on adult violence
 Military families and services for them
 Planning / co-ordinating support programs and clarifying appropriate referrals
 Civil remedies
 MARAC and referring
 Just important to keep refreshing us with information / knowledge
 LGBT and available services
 Difficulty with Victims in denial
 Domestic Abuse in context with Mental Health issues and issues around toxic trio
 Safety Planning - the essentials
 DV and disability
 Stalking and Harassment
 Men as victims
 Staying safe as a lone worker
 Sharing of different agencies DA pathways
 How to keep notes effectively if we are ever called to court to give evidence.
 Coercive control
 animal abuse
 Domestic violence & older or vulnerable adults such as physically or learning disabled
 More information about meetings
 Update on relevant housing legislation
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 Refresher info on what is currently available
 Centrally RtR are very proactive so I think it is up to Champions themselves to continue this
through continuous dialogue and networking.
 More about Learning Disabilities and Domestic Violence.
 Immigration and how it affects victims of abuse
 Cyber-stalking and online abuse
Some food for thought!
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Question 27

This same series of questions has been asked in the last two surveys, here are the results with
a comparison built in:
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2011
Count Percent

2014

2015

Count

Percent

Count Percent

I feel appropriately supported as
Champion

47

64%

131

85%

I know where I can signpost victims
if I feel unable to help them

69

97%

150

97%

I feel that I am equipped to talk with
a victim of Domestic Abuse about
safety planning

44

62%

121

79%

242

59

81%

132

86%

266

84%

My colleagues are aware and
understand my role as DA Champion

59

81%

114

74%

230

73%

BASE

73*

My manager supports my role

155

244

298

76%

94%

77%

392

These are a condensed selection of comments made this year. Many explained that they had opted
for the neither agree/disagree because they await training:
 Need to think through the best ways to 'advertise' my role within the organisations in which I
work
 Not currently acting as a champion but hoping to change the situation
 Because my work is generic, I do need to access updates/network meeting
 I have had staff come to me to disclose abuse either to themselves or family/friends, this is due
to my role being acknowledged by Management in the Centre.
 Did the training on my days off.
 The neither agree nor disagrees have been ticked because I have not yet had training and so
although I have an idea on some of these things I have got the full knowledge.
 The last one was true in my previous occupation
 I am new to the role.
 As I do not feel my DA Champion skills are as well-honed as they were I no longer put myself
forward as a champion.
 I have not had experience of discussing safety planning with victims but I am confident to
discuss needs in a safety plans with colleagues who do have direct contact with the victim.
 Too early to say as I've only just joined the network.
 I would like more information about safety plans. I would say my role as DA champion is to
feedback, but if you feel it should be more than this, please advise, thank you.
 My responses relate to me not having a direct role supporting DA victims but I would know how
to ensure they received the right support.
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Question 28

Again, this seems to have been skipped by the vast majority of champions but here are a
condensed selection of comments made:
 As many as possible
 Animal welfare- RSPCA, Vets
 More from faith groups such as safeguarding leads in parish, Mothers Union, Catholic Women’s
Guild, Priests, Imans
 Health Visitors, A&E staff, GP surgeries & practice managers Mental Health Services for Adults
Midwifery Adult social care teams!
 Contact Centres
 More from Legal professionals- Judges!!!!! CAFCAS, Probation services
 More Police & Emergency Services- RAF Police & MOD Police-multiple military bases in Oxon
and Bucks where there maybe welfare staff who would benefit from knowing local issues as
well as the military support services.
 Barnardo's CSE workers in the North of the county
 Young people’s supported housing workers
 Housing association support workers who enter tenants’ homes
 Drug and Alcohol teams,
 Northampton County Council
 Domestic Violence is widely recognised now. However, awareness of Domestic Abuse needs to
be continuously raised.
 Any that has contact with families, children and young people
 I think it is significant that a high percentage of my referrals for case work were not born in
Britain. I feel we are missing something somewhere, in terms of supporting people to
understand the laws and social attitudes in this country to DA. I am working with a mum
currently who endured years of abuse and told me she did not know that it was against the law
in England for her husband to beat her and that she would have called the police for help if she
had known sooner. In Finland, there is a programme which addresses attitudes to women with
groups of people coming to the country, ensuring that men understand the laws and societal
rules. We could work with refugee groups and organisations and other relevant agencies to
ensure we reach men and women from groups more likely to experience DA because fo cultural
attitudes
 I think all sectors should be involved in the DA Champions Network not just those working in
the social/public sector; I think there should be champions from all manner of different
industrial sectors. DVA is a societal issue and we need champions in all area's... If big
businesses / retailers had champions in there companies it would better enable them to support
their staff/ survivors in the community, signposting them to the right place rather than ignoring
them and passing them off as someone else's problem
 All local young carers’ services
 Including more London boroughs and spreading the champions network more widely
 Mine - Shelter housing advice Oxford City contract
 Social workers!
 I am willing to be involved in any other services or teams that will support my role
 Sexual health
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 Schools - teachers, nurses etc
 Grassroots- community groups such as women's institute, resident associations and local
groups. Key community sites
 Hairdressers and beauticians tell me they get disclosures all the time and don't know what to
advise but can be covert.
 Local businesses, supermarkets pubs etc. to be champions.
 As teams are mostly co-located now, it would be useful if a health representative could also
attend, to ensure consistent approaches are implemented.
 Human resources in large businesses. E.g. British Gas in Crowley, OUP, Phone Co-op in
Chipping Norton, Debenhams, leisure centres etc.
 Stars, Wycombe homeless connection
 Yes. Action for Children Managers and above.
 More awareness training for local councillors!
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Question 29

Again, many skipped this, but those that didn’t, have given us a wealth of ideas from
their experience. Here is a condensed version of selected responses:


































More champions in more areas
Awareness
Having speakers with English as another language.
Better contact after champions training.
More great training, more networks and meetings, more champions. This is such a simple but
extremely effective idea- keep it up!
Maybe annual big events - including training, as a chance for all champions to get together in
one place??
Contact David Cameron stop the financial cutbacks
Earlier notification of meeting - ie time to plan ahead
Sharing resources cross county
To be continuously informed.
Emails to remind re dates (this may already be in place)
More BME groups being involved to get messages across and understanding.
More regular networking meetings in different areas
I understand that many professionals are unable to attend network meetings due to workloads
however l believe that it should be made compulsory to attend at least one a year so that
Champions have the most up to date knowledge and understanding of what Oxfordshire can
provide. Services, protocols change all the time.
More frequent network meetings in my area
The two day training was fantastic and I hope to access more support from the website and
monthly E bulletin more regularly. I have a very varied role where I work, so sometimes not
always easy to support each area equally in my role.
Ongoing training - opportunities to work within the field more readily available
Collaborative work
Maybe arranging visits to HA's, Schools etc to promote the work of the DA champions role.
I think its a fantastic network and recommend it to other agencies a lot.
Every social worker in Oxfordshire should do the 2 day DA training as mandatory and as a
minimum amount of training.
A printed booklet of local and national organisations that would assist in explaining to people
what help might suit their needs. This would be best as a handbook for champions rather than
a leaflet for victims
People attending, maybe have them shorter if more people can then attend
I think is it pretty good already - but do not make as much use of it as I could outside my own
organisation.
Regular network meetings
No, I think it’s great!
There are many events which take place throughout Thames Valley, I wonder might there be
better opportunities to increase awareness of RtR to the wider community - indeed maybe
Champions could be asked to volunteer
More mentoring/advice for DA champions so they can develop and strengthen their input,
support, etc. within their service areas.
I think one of the most useful things is for other agencies to clarify their roles and provide
information on contacts.
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You all do a fab job well done
More refresher courses
More regular meetings maybe monthly.
Perhaps survey questions should be slightly different for those of us who don't have a direct
role supporting victims?
 Just keep it going as it is- brilliantly simple idea but so effective





Conclusion
For this survey we have developed more questions in more depth. There were several
reasons but in the main it was intended to identify strengths and weaknesses in the
support we give to Domestic Abuse Champions.
Whilst the training may vary slightly from one area to another because of the need to
include localised services; the main content of the training is generic.
The bulletin does contain diverse items and some are local, but other areas could still
find it useful to consider their own responses.
Pull out set of outcomes – broad FEEDBACK ON THE CHAMPION IS IN LINE WITH LAST
YEAR. Safe lives 5 professionals.
Recommendations


Send report to DA strategy group and advisory group, OCSP in order to
gain support in recruiting champions from new organisations/agencies
– high light core – identify where there are gaps



Look to developing a joint network meeting for all Thames valley
champions



Email to champion and there managers to reinforce that champions are
to attend at least one network meeting annually



Look to create a champions buddy system?



Notifications from police – number of champions less but more
agencies now recieving?????? Need to feedback to MASH – consent
question/..



School champions in light of academies,OSCB DA training - equipped,
SCR – develop a strategy – talk to Sarah c
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